
21 BOOMING
CAREER
CHOICES 
IN THE
FASHION
INDUSTRY
How to recognize which one is best for you?
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Are you always confused about choosing the correct fashion career?

Everybody has heard of only fashion design, but what if we want something
different, something other than the typical fashion designer career route? 

Step 1:
Ask a lot of questions to yourself no matter if you are still in school or if you are a
mother of 2 grownups. 

What exactly do u like the most about fashion? 

Is it the sketches/ clothes / blogging / brand management / the glamourous ramp
walk / the intricate embroidery and textile? 

If you have a specific answer, you would know your interests and something you
are subconsciously good at.

And if you don’t have a specific answer right now, I am here to help. 

Keep reading…

Step 2: 
According to your liking and forte, I can suggest to you some best fashion-related
career options, in the order of the most common to the least common careers,
based on your personality, interest & future opportunities.

But first, you need to know all the 21 options to get a gist of what's out there!

PS: You can always ask your queries in the contact section on my website or
connect with me through my WhatsApp / or Instagram. 

Now turn the page and start asking yourself the following questions...

https://www.mentoringbyaneri.com/contactus


Are you good with overall apparel aesthetics OR Are you dreaming to have
your own label of garments, OR if you're someone who likes practical design
work, then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Designing

Are you interested in fabrics, traditional Indian crafts, the individuality of
artisans, handmade products and fabrics, embroidery techniques, shapes, &
motifs? then...

Opt for 
 Textile Designing
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an art of applying design, aesthetics,
clothing construction and natural
beauty to clothing and its
accessories.

an art of weaving, embroidery,
beading, applique, denim washing,
dyeing, laser cutting, etc. done for
basic fabric beautification.



Are you good with drawing and editing software, with playing around with
shapes, spacing, aesthetics, color combinations, etc? then...

Opt for 
 Graphic Designing

Do you have great team management, and communication skills? OR 
Are you fascinated about sourcing material, bulk garment manufacturing,
quality checks, etc? then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Production
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an art of making prints & designs
for commercial businesses - casual
wear/ home furnishing/ wallpapers/
accessories, etc. 

an art of bringing a new fashion
product to market. It includes all the
steps from design and development 
to manufacturing & distribution.



If you are an artist and excel in sketching & painting OR if you prefer working
your own way, freelancing for someone and don’t really like the other
practical garment making, then.. 

Opt for 
 Fashion Illustrator

You are awesome with consumer behaviour or the psychology people have
when they buy. OR if you are good with Fashion styling and suggesting outfits
for shoppers, then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Consultant
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an art of communicating fashion
ideas in a visual form that originates
with illustration, drawing, paintings,
and original artworks.

an art of visualising & selecting the
best outfit for shoppers and if need
be, design a new one on paper for
them by mixing up ideas & styles. 



Are you filled with etiquette? Do you have a sense of sophistication? Are you
a pro in dressing up according to your body type/ skin colour, personality,
and have basic dos & don’ts to create an impression, then...

Opt for 
 Image consultant

If you understand the sense of aesthetics in interior design, décor, themes,
vibe, etc & know how to arrange products & store elements together that
ultimately attracts customer attention, then...

Opt for 
 Visual Merchandising
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an art of enhancing a  client's
appearance & their communication
style that aligns with their personal &
professional life goals.

an art of optimizing the presentation
of products and services to better
highlight their features and sell 
them quickly.



Are you a commerce student? Do you know basic accounting, understand
management OR Do you think you would be good in selling fashion-related
merchandise? Interested in understanding consumer behaviour? then...

Opt for 
 Retail Manager

Do you want to study further? Are you superb in overall management skills,
managing human resources, great emailing skills, documentation, and have a
fair global fashion knowledge? then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Merchandiser
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an art of successfully running a
fashion store with day-to-day
supervision of sales, staff, stock and
resources management.

an art of planning & overlooking what
merchandise to stock for a brand by
analyzing the probable future trends
and styles. 



If you have great marketing skills, good communication, convincing power,
understand the metro lifestyle, and are super confident & outgoing by 
nature, then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Marketing 
 Management

Do you have up-to-date fashion trend knowledge and know how to source
relevant products for a brand that ensure good profit margins? OR Do you
like studying consumer behavior? then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Buyer
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an art of sourcing products that will
sell the most in the upcoming season
in a store or an online fashion app
with goal profit margins.

an art of handling PR, Social media, etc
in a runway show management, or for
individual brand advertisements.



Do you have a keen interest in assembling outfits according to the aesthetics
of the environment? OR If your sense of trends, history of trends & style,
understanding of a vibe, while creating a look, is good, then…

Opt for 
 Fashion Styling

Are you an Einstein with patterns and cuts? Do you like experimenting and
inventing crazy silhouettes, trying different draping styles and stitching
techniques? then...

Opt for 
 Pattern Making
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an art of fashion choreography for a
brand's collection or personal styling
for Movie Characters / Fashion Shoots
/ Celebrities / Fashion Blogger, etc
 

an art of creating/inventing new
patterns that can be used as templates
for mass production, for an individual
designer label or a brand.



Are you interested in fabrics, traditional Indian crafts, the individuality of
artisans, handmade products and fabrics, embroidery techniques, shapes, &
motifs? then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Supply  
 Chain Management

Have you studied fashion literature & history? OR Are you good with creative
writing? Do you stay up to date with fashion industry trends & new brand
launches? then…

Opt for 
 Fashion Journalism
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an art of reporting on the on-going
fashion trends & styles via blogs,
websites, magazines, newspapers,
social media, etc.

an art of handling logistics, shipping,
finances, stock count, analysis and
management for a fashion brand.



Do you get compliments for your patience or your kind nature? Are you a pro  
with communication, have detailed fashion knowledge, likes teaching, and
prefer limited working hours? then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Faculty

Do you have an experience in handling both, the front-end work with the
customers as well as the back-end work with the tailors and artisans? Do you
like leading and managing a team? then...

Opt for 
 Project Manager
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an art of helping fashion students
learn the ins and outs of fashion -
different styles, patterns, fabrics,
stitching techniques , etc

an art of planning, organizing, and
directing the completion of specific
goal (eg. new collection launch) for a
fashion brand.



If you absolutely love the world of glamour and fame, have a charismatic
personality & confidence to walk the ramp, then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Modelling

Do you have a creative side in you where you understand styling elements,
trends, look, vibe, everything - but not fashion and clothes? Do you have a
keen interest in makeup or hair styling according to the outfits? then...

Opt for  
 Makeup/Hair Stylist
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an art of represents brands and
designers by wearing their products
in photo shoots, commercials and
runway shows.

an art of enhancing a person's
appearance with the uses cosmetic
products and different techniques for
ads, fashion shows, celebrities, etc.



Do you think you're better in photography styling than the garment making?
OR If you fantasize about camera features, angles, brightness, light exposure,
etc. more than the fashion clothing, then...

Opt for 
 Fashion Photography
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an art of successfully conceptualizing
photo shoots for brands, portfolios,
magazines etc. which helps in
achieving the desired overall look.

Did you mark
your forte and

interested career
possibilities? 

Let's talk further!



What is Mentoring 
By Aneri? How exactly
can I help you?
I am a professional fashion mentor working
in this industry for 7 years and have worked
as a designer, merchandiser, consultant,
stylist and a faculty member after passing out
from NIFT in 2015. I have witnessed all the
ups and downs in this industry in the
domestic as well as the international market.
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Feel free to approach me for any fashion
career guidance or for a personal business
mentoring session. 

Follow for more such content on Instagram
@mentoringbyaneri

Share your queries with us on the Instagram
bio link or on the website. 

Our team will get back to you in 48 hours.

Hope I was able to help. 

Sincerly,
Aneri Patel 
NIFT Alumnus | Fashion Designer | Stylist |
Consultant | Merchandiser | Faculty | Mentor


